
Sixth Sunday after Pentecost 2 (7/4/21) 

 Traveling along the journey of life is not easy.  There are obstacles, there are challenges, 

there are needs.  Our Lord seeks to guide us to the promised land of Heaven, and - as He did for 

the Israelites in the desert - He creates passages through obstacles, He gives us supernatural 

assistance and support during challenges, and He provides for our needs.  Those joined to Christ 

in Baptism are joined in a covenant with God as were the Israelites - a covenant where God 

promises to be the God for those who would faithfully be His people and lead them to salvation.  

The promise of God is that those who follow Him unto death will share in the life of the 

resurrection.  St. Paul makes the point in the Epistle today: For if we have been planted together 

in the likeness of His death, we shall know the likeness of His resurrection.  God realizes our 

frailty, our weakness, our unmet needs.  Not wanting us to go into that journey without necessary 

helps, the Lord provides for us. 

 To help make this point, Jesus focus on the need of hunger.  Why does our Lord use such 

an image?  Because we are all to familiar with physical hunger.  Multiple times a day we stop to 

take food or drink.  There is an inborn drive that causes us to seek out nourishment, and we 

experience a profound discomfort when we don’t have food.  We know that also it is essential - 

to not eat means to die.  Jesus will often use this condition of hunger to make plain the need we 

have for God and what God provides us on the journey of life.  Our practices of fasting help to 

evoke this hunger so that we can reflect on the deeper meaning of hunger, and so that we can 

look at the other hungers in our heart and then call to the Lord to satisfy them.  We have an 

internal drive for the satisfaction that God provides.  We sometimes misinterpret this inborn need 

and think that it can be satisfied with sex or other physical pleasures, that it can be sated by 

power and the acclaim of humans, that its satisfaction can be bought with money.  However, this 

innate need is for what only God can provide.  When we receive the spiritual nourishment that 

the Lord gives, then we are deeply sated and our desires for sensual pleasure, human status and 

power, and material possessions lessens.  

 Let us notice several things in today’s Gospel.  First, Jesus is the one that recognizes the 

hunger in the crowd.  The disciples don’t need to come to Him to explain the need - He is aware.   

His sensitivity and love for those under His care is exceptional.  So too, God’s knowledge of our 



needs, and God’s desire to care for us is exceptional.  Secondly, Jesus knows the consequences of 

not receiving nourishment.  Those who set off without food are not thinking of what their 

condition will be in a day of walking.  Like us they look at the present and are not considering 

what they truly need in the long run.   Jesus states to the disciples the consequence of not being 

fed with physical food - and in this statement points to the consequence of not receiving spiritual 

food - one becomes weaker, and will faint, and not reach their destination.  Third, the disciples 

despair of the possibility to be fed.  They doubt their ability to accomplish the task of providing 

for others, they doubt that the resources required will be available, most importantly, they doubt 

Jesus to be able to preform the task beyond their abilities.  As we journey do we not often look to 

our own resources and abilities, doubt that the task can be accomplished, hold back in sharing 

our resources (physical, emotional, and otherwise) with others for fear of there not being enough, 

and fail to trust that Jesus will work outside of our resources to accomplish the task? 

 Jesus satisfies the crowd’s hunger, and in so doing, demonstrates what He does for us 

who are weak and unable to complete the journey on our own.  Jesus stops the crowd from 

going, He has them be seated in His presence, he takes the meager gifts that His disciples can 

provide and he multiplies them superabundantly so that all are satisfied, and their arrival at their 

destination can be accomplished.  Notice that the actions he preforms to the bread and fish is 

curiously similar to what He will do at the Last Supper.  His blessing over the common food has 

a supernatural effect, it is transformed and its volume seems to be potentially limitless.  In the 

same way, when Jesus becomes present at the alter here today He will bless the common food we 

will place on the alter.  When He speaks His words through the mouth of the priest the common 

food will be transformed - not just into a large quantity of ordinary bread for physical 

nourishment, but into His Body and Blood for spiritual nourishment.  It is this food that is the 

core of sating that deep spiritual hunger that we feel.  It is this food that opens us up to the work 

of the Spirit during the week as we journey along the road with Jesus.  It is this food that Jesus 

provides superabundantly across the centuries that gives us the ability to receive the graces He 

provides to us in many other ways.  It is this food that like the manna in the desert, sustains us.  

Jesus did not let the crowd starve on the hillside nor during their journey home, neither will He 

let perish those who share of His blessings with others, and who faithfully follow Him.


